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The current iteration of the National Political Education Committee began in February
2020, with practically no carry-over in the way of structure, practices, or resources from previous
political education efforts. From there, we began holding events, developing materials, and
training other political educators. Our goal is to create a political education system befitting a
growing organization that aspires to catalyze a renewal of working class power and
revolutionary change in society.
The overall goal for the NPEC is to ensure that chapters and members at-large can
implement political education programs providing participants with the basics necessary to be
active democratic socialists. This goal has two main planks: the creation of a suitable curriculum
that is usable ‘out of the box’ and a training and support network to widely develop political
education skills so that local efforts are not dependent on the chance of having an experienced
educator available. This term we divided the work into four subcommittees: curriculum, chapter
support, events, and communications.
In our first term we started with a small committee of 9 members and 3 additional NPC
members. In our second term we’ve expanded to include 30 members and 2 NPC members in
order to fulfill the commitments of the charter, which were too ambitious for our initial size.
Curriculum
_
Following our initial, irregular collection of existing curriculum materials from chapters,
the NPEC shifted to approach this project by building infrastructure for a repository of readings
and materials first, then filling it systematically with those materials. Starting with a planned
organizational infrastructure will allow this collection to maintain its accessibility as it grows. We
have recruited a small team of librarians to collect, curate and manage materials from chapters.
To be a useful resource of quality political education material, the NPEC will need to be
selective about what is included.
A central part of the NPEC’s work over the last two years was the creation of an initial
set of national curriculum modules. Our first series includes ‘What is Capitalism’, ‘What is
Socialism’, and ‘Why the Working Class’. In the process of curating those materials we read and
discussed all readings, comparing their merits and how they compliment each other. We hope to
continue to use this model of deliberation. Our Chapter Support Subcommittee also contributed
material for facilitation and other practical aspects of SNS programming. Establishing national
curriculum material and ensuring it is available and useful for chapters will help DSA cohere a
political identity, essential to building power for our class.
Chapter Support
_
As a complement to producing easily usable materials, we prioritized group trainings for
political educators in chapters with little to no political education activity. These events are jointly
put on by NPEC members and local political educators, often in regional groupings so educators
from nearby chapters can build relationships with each other. Drawing on volunteer trainers also
exposes newer educators to nearby comrades with experience, and puts these trainers in
contact with the NPEC for future volunteer opportunities. We have hosted 11 trainings, with
approximately 250 participating from 60 chapters in 22 states in regions across the country.
These trainings focus on facilitation techniques, reading selections, discussion questions, and
general logistical advice about getting a program off the ground. The subcommittee has also
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been responsive to chapter needs in the planning of the content of our training, to ensure we
leave participants prepared but not overwhelmed.
NPEC met with chapter leaders and political education teams individually as well, and
assisted in the establishment of local programs. In addition we piloted several regional
collaboration programs between chapters either on a state-wide level, or between two or three
chapters within a region. NPEC members have assisted those chapters in planning their
programs and curriculum.
Events

_
Over the course of the past year and a half we have hosted public national events online
around a variety of topics. In response to the Covid-19 pandemic, which began early in NPEC’s
first term, we moved to quickly produce a series of events around the political and economic
aspects of the crisis. Our most popular events had hundreds of attendees and thousands of
views later (e.g ‘The End of Policing’ with Alex Vitale, ‘DSA, BDS, and Palestine Solidarity’ with
Omar Baghouti and Marc Lamont Hill, and ‘When We Take Power’ with Leo Panitch and Sam
Gindin). Events often featured collaborations with other DSA committees and national working
groups, and featured speakers from around the country, involved in a variety of areas of work, in
conversation with each other. These events served the dual purpose of political education of
participants and the development of dialogue within the organization on questions of political
outlook and strategy.
Plans for further development of events include: the production of smaller recorded talks
on core political principles intended to be consumed by individuals or used by locals for political
education and the production of larger, serial events projects designed to explore particular
issues of importance (such as the current political context, the nature of class in contemporary
America, and the intersection of socialism and mass culture) over time from multiple
perspectives.
Communications
_
Our Communications Subcommittee is developing a plan for stepped implementation of
a full communications strategy, including a newsletter for regular internal communications, a
social media presence, a series of introductory political education videos, and a regular podcast
(to be supported in the long term).The podcast was stipulated by the 2019 convention’s charter,
but we lacked capacity in our previous term.
Recommendations
_
The NPEC has the following near-term goals to implement our broader mandate:
Overall, a key task for the NPEC is to continue to regularize our work flow and
distribution to ensure that essential responsibilities like training are carried out efficiently
(regardless of the individual personalities involved) so that the committee as a body can focus
on political questions, such as curriculum content. Our new subcommittee structure is a major
step in this direction, and we are now in the process of setting expectations and patterns around
responsibility for these bodies and the full NPEC. A next step is the formalization of volunteer
intake and management to support a broader layer of comrades engaged in national political
education work.
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Further, we are seeking to foster the emergence of a clear body of political educators
within DSA. To take power, the working class must produce its own intellectuals from its own
ranks, and this must be organically linked with the broader political organization of our class.
Relationships between political education officers, as well as relationships between these
officers and the NPEC are necessary for a coherent and dynamic intellectual culture. To this
end, among other practices, the NPEC is hosting an initial gathering of political education
officers during Convention. After this NPEC intends to hold political education conferences
annually, inviting educators from every chapter.
Three of our subcommittees have specific goals in addition to implementing and
expanding their ongoing work. Our Events Subcommittee will work to establish a framework and
initial list of speakers for a DSA Speakers Bureau. Once this is off the ground, we will be able to
connect locals (and eventually friendly, outside organizations) with effective, knowledgeable
speakers on a range of issues, and begin a program to develop experienced organizers into
skilled public speakers who can serve as socialist tribunes.
In addition to driving an expanded set of curriculum modules, the Curriculum
Subcommittee will work on a platform to host and catalog political education resources (from
readings and syllabi to flyer templates). In order to provide access to a potentially large pool of
resources, we need to ensure users are easily able to find what they need. A robust publishing
and cataloging system potentially provides a resource for hosting materials beyond those
produced and collected by the NPEC.
The Chapter Support Subcommittee will work to establish and maintain a comprehensive
contact list for political education officers/committee chairs in every local. This is crucial to
bringing these officers together to create a broader community of political educators within DSA.
Finally, acknowledging that the Convention and NPC must prioritize limited resources to
maximize our organizational effectiveness, the NPEC’s work would greatly benefit from the
dedication of staff time to supporting the maintenance of our website, a roster of speakers for
the Speakers Bureau, a contact list of political education officers for the Chapter Support
Subcommittee, and supporting general admin tasks, such as scheduling events, meetings and
volunteer management. Currently, this labor is done by members of our committee on a
volunteer basis thereby limiting our capacity. Additionally, while the NPEC will continue to
provide ad hoc translation, we see a great benefit in establishing a clear, resourced,
organization-wide process for providing translation into (at least) Spanish for events and texts.
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